**Pharmacology for Medical Undergraduates**
Prasan R Bhandari

- Includes condensed, basic and succinct descriptions of pharmacology.
- Provides numerous illustrations, figures, flow charts and tables to revise the subject in a short time.
- Contains review questions and answers at the end of each chapter to help for short answers and viva voce.
- Shows the inspiring quotes at the end of each page to boost study motivation.

**Essentials of Medical Pharmacology**
KD Tripathi

- A new chapter on ‘Nitric Oxide and Vasoactive Peptide Signal Molecules’ has been added.
- Priority has been accorded to drugs that are marked in India.
- Several new figures, charts, tables and highlight boxes have been added.
- India-specific information on diseases, drugs and treatment guidelines, particularly for TB, leprosy, HIV-AIDS, malaria, kala-azar, etc.
- The ‘Problem Directed Study’ at the end of most chapters.

**Practical Manual of Pharmacology for Medical Students**
Dinesh Badyal

- Prescription writing is new format as per recent revision and drug interactions are in problem-based pattern.
- Explains how to critically analyze drug promotional literature and drug formulations.
- Describes pharmacokinetic parameters with formula and their clinical significance.
- Elaborates rational drug use, essential drug concept, monitoring of adverse reactions and therapeutic drug monitoring with examples.

**Pharmacological Classification of Drugs**
With Doses and Preparations
KD Tripathi

- Drugs classifications are presented in the form of hierarchically designed charts along with pictorial images for easy learning.
- Doses, frequency and route (s) of administration along with leading brand names of drugs and different types of dosage forms are listed after each class of drugs.
- New drugs, particularly those marketed recently, have been included.
- Two separate indices, one of non-proprietary (generic) names and the other of proprietary (brand) names of drugs is provided for instantaneous location of the drug or the product one is looking for.
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**TAB 4 U**
*A Concise Manual of Pharmacology*
Linto Antony A

*Key Features*
- Provides learning fundamentals of pharmacology.
- Includes more than 100 mnemonics.
- Gives important classification charts separately.
- Contains chapterwise classifications, mechanism of action, use and side effects of each class.
- The students can master a large amount of information in a short period of time.
- Helps blooming doctors to strengthen their prescribing skills.

**Exam Preparatory Manual for Undergraduates Pharmacology**
As per revised MCI curriculum
Padmaja Udaykumar

*Key Features*
- The book fulfills the need for a preparatory manual which is simple, easy, and small but yet covers the subject adequately.
- Includes multiple flowcharts and figures for easy memorization.
- Mind map concept has been introduced which covers topics and drugs mostly asked in exams.
- Mnemonics have been framed for important and difficult to remember drugs.

**Practical Manual of Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology**
Bikash Medhi & Ajay Prakash

*Key Features*
- New updated edition, well organized and structured keeping in mind the practical aspects in pharmacology.
- Each chapter begins with the basic principles and then move on to the techniques of experimental and clinical pharmacology followed by practically important topics in pharmacology.
- Includes new prospects in History of Pharmacology.
- Experimental Pharmacology added topics.
- Clinical Pharmacology Practical included.

**Pharmaceutical Dosage Form Design**
YS Tanwar & A Sharma

*Key Features*
- This book provides latest and informative knowledge in academic and pharmaceutical industry with both basic and applied principles for the dosage form design.
- Includes complete range of concepts of dosage form development applied in modern pharmaceutical sciences
- Figures are used extensively to illustrate complex concepts and multifaceted processes.
- Up-to-date information on various aspects of excipients and its role on formulation development.

**Learning Practical Pharmacology**
for Undergraduates
Suyog Sindhu

*Key Features*
- Covers practicals in pharmacy and experimental pharmacology with due emphasis on therapeutics.
- Enlightened the reader on the science of preparing and dispensing drugs and their effect on living systems.
- Discusses important skills such as starting Intravenous lines, test for penicillin hypersensitivity, dose calculations, clinical trials, etc.
- Question Bank given at the end of the book.
- Includes a vast section of sight Appendices.

**Drug Formulary**
Mathew George, *et al.*

*Key Features*
- The book provides information regarding drug profile, drug-drug interaction, drug-food interaction and the lists of banned drugs and brands of drug preparation available to the reader.
- Provides rapid reference on the list of fixed combination of drugs.
- Includes detailed information on essential drugs in hospitals.
- Useful for practitioners, pharmacists, dentists, nurses and other allied health professionals.
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A Short Textbook of Medical Pharmacology
Md Abdus Salam

- Key Features:
  - Point-wise explanation of topics in a lucid language.
  - Covers the entire pharmacology curriculum of undergraduate and postgraduate medical students.
  - Pharmacodynamic points have been discussed.
  - Includes Short Answer Questions (SAQs) for rapid revision during examination.
  - Pathological basis have been highlighted before discussing the drugs.
  - Explains important ADRs.
  - Important figures and tables have been added.

Two Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2014
6.25” x 9.5” | 398 pp | 9789351520078 ₹ 750

Review of Pharmacology
Gobind Rai Garg & Sparsh Gupta

- Key Features:
  - Plenty of eye-catching images to help aid visual memory.
  - A separate chapter on Numerical questions with explanations.
  - Large number of Image Based Questions with explanations.
  - Solved MCQs including all recent questions (2020 to 2010).
  - Separate annexure of “New FDA approved drugs.”
  - A must buy book for all India, AIIMS, PGI, JIPMER, DNB, FAME and state entrance exams.

Full Colour | Paperback | 14/e, 2020
8.5” x 11” | 640 pp | 9789389776836 ₹ 1095

Drug Screening Methods
SK Gupta

- Key Features:
  - All chapters have been revised to include the latest key studies and updated techniques.
  - One new chapter has been written on antiviral drugs other than HIV.
  - A complete book for screening of drugs both in vivo and in vitro models for drugs of all classes.
  - Comprehensive chapters on Cell-Based Assays in High-throughput Screening of Drugs and Screening of Antibody Agents have been new additions in this edition.

6.75” x 9.5” | 768 pp | 9789351529828 ₹ 1595

Practical Pharmacology
Pramila V Yadav, et al.

- Key Features:
  - Best book to prepare for practicals in pharmacology.
  - Latest prescriptions.
  - Addition of new flowcharts and tables to facilitate easy learning.
  - Systematic presentation of information relevant from the examination point of view.
  - Helps the 2nd MBBS students to score well in practical pharmacology.

Single Colour | Paperback | 5/e, 2017
5.5” x 8.5” | 176 pp | 9789386261809 ₹ 295

Rationale of Drug of Choice
A Comparative Analysis
P Nirmala & N Chidambaram

- Key Features:
  - Rational prescription of drugs at right dose through optimal route of administration with required frequency and duration is the ultimate objective of this book.
  - Deals with the selection of a rational drug from the current list of approved drugs.
  - Emphasizes on the therapeutic approach with the basic input about the essential characteristics of drugs.

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2018
5.5” x 8.5” | 708 pp | 9789352701346 ₹ 950
Psychiatric Drug Handbook
Lopamudra (Dhar) Chowdhury & Om Prakash Singh

Key Features
- Compact, informative and user-friendly guidebook, regarding pharmacotherapy of all important psychiatric disorders dealt in clinical practice.
- Information in bullets, tables and clinical pearls at the end of chapters emphasizes important points.
- Certain chapters like Antidepressants, Psychiatric Drug Therapy in Special Conditions and Drug-Drug Interactions have been discussed.
- Immense help to undergraduate and postgraduate students and busy practitioners.

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2018
4.75” x 7” | 144 pp | 9789352703159
₹ 350

Practical Pharmacology for Undergraduates with MCQs
Keshab Mukhopadhyay

Key Features
- The book covers the different undergraduate practicals of medical pharmacology in various Indian universities and medical colleges of Nepal.
- New practicals including charts, prescription criticism, some drug delivery system devices, etc. are included as per the revised syllabus of Pharmacology.
- MCQs are given at the end to help students judge their standing on the subject and also useful for postgraduate entrance aspirants.

Single Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2016
5.5” x 8.5” | 210 pp | 9789385999239
₹ 395

Essentials of Pharmacovigilance
Himanshu Baweja

Key Features
- A unique blend of basic and fundamental aspects of pharmacovigilance.
- Contains a dedicated chapter of 100 Case Studies with answers.
- Key points are given at the beginning of every chapter.
- Sample Model Papers comprising of MCQs, Case Study, Long and Short Answer questions have been given at the end of the book.
- Enriched with lots of flowcharts, tables and line diagrams.

Full Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2019
6.75” x 9.5” | 256 pp | 9789352704965
₹ 1095

Methods in Drug Evaluation
Prafulla Chandra Tiwari

Key Features
- Primarily meant to help the undergraduate and postgraduate students in Medicine and Pharmacy to face the practical examination of Pharmacology.
- Covers the important methods in drug development and drug screening, such as bioassay and various models of diseases which are usually asked in the MBBS and Pharmacy examination.

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2018
6.25” x 9.5” | 152 pp | 9789352701469
₹ 550

Second MBBS Buster Pharmacology
Avishek Layek & Dyuti Deepa Rano

Key Features
- Designed entirely for preparation of the 2nd professional MBBS examination.
- Contains the solved questions of semester and MBBS examination papers from various colleges and universities.
- Includes sections such as those of spotting in pharmacology, kymograph, frequently-asked viva questions, and drug of choice are entirely new and not present in other books.
- Presents everything written in either points/table format/flowcharts, and hence easy to read as well as memorize.

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2018
6.75” x 9.5” | 242 pp | 9789352704897
₹ 495

Illustrated Medical Pharmacology
AK Kapoor & SM Raju

Key Features
- Provides basic information of pharmacology with a clinical approach.
- Covers the syllabus prescribed to medical, dental and pharmacy students.
- Presents figures, chemical structures of drugs and tables for easy comprehension.
- Illustrations have been given for easy understanding.
- MCQs have been given at the end of most of the chapters.

Full Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2013
8.5” x 11” | 892 pp | 9789350906552
₹ 3795
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Unuest Series
Pharmacology
MS Umamageswari

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2018
6.75" x 9.5" | 402 pp | 9789352705665 | ₹ 350

Textbook of Pharmaco vigilance
Ensuring the Safe Use of Medicine
SK Gupta & Sushma Srivastava

Two Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2019
6.75" x 9.5" | 638 pp | 9789352707034 | ₹ 1795

Textbook on Clinical Ocular Pharmacology & Therapeutics
SK Gupta, et al.

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2014
6.75" x 9.5" | 358 pp | 9789351523413 | ₹ 1395

Revolution 2nd MBBS University Examination
Indranil Banerjee

Single Colour | Paperback | 3/e, 2019
7.25" x 9.5" | 352 pp | 9789352705412 | ₹ 650

Experimental Pharmacology for Undergraduates & Postgraduates
J Sujatha Devi

Two Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2013
6.5" x 9" | 174 pp | 9789350259948 | ₹ 450

Companion for 2nd MBBS
Singi Yatiraj

Single Colour | Paperback | 15/e, 2020
5.5" x 8.5" | 378 pp | 9789389776515 | ₹ 295

Ready Reckoner of Adverse Drug Reactions
Yash Paul & Priya Marwah

Two Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2014
4" x 5.5" | 232 pp | 9789350907245 | ₹ 350

Pharmacology
Solved Question Papers
Singi Yatiraj

Single Colour | Paperback | 7/e, 2015
8.5" x 11" | 854 pp | 9789389776317 | ₹ 2195

Handbook of Pharmaceutical Technology
Poonam Kushwaha

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2015
5.5" x 8.5" | 372 pp | 9789351527749 | ₹ 850

Drugs in Anaesthesia
(Previously Known as Comparative Pharmacology for Anaesthetists)
Vipin Kumar Dhama

Single Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2018
4.5" x 7" | 314 pp | 9789352702554 | ₹ 495

Aids to Remember Mnemonics on Pharmacology and Preventive Social Medicine
Sanjay Bajaj

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2012
5.5" x 8.5" | 120 pp | 9789380704333 | ₹ 295
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Pediatric Drug Directory
Suraj Gupte & Novy Gupte

Single Colour | Paperback | 9/6, 2019
4.75” x 7” | 496 pp | 9789352704750 | ₹ 650

Diagnosis & Treatment of Poisoning and Drug Overdose Made Easy
TV Devarajan

Full Colour | Paperback | 1/6, 2015
4.75” x 7” | 188 pp | 9789351526094 | ₹ 895

Biopharmaceutics and Pharmacokinetics
PL Madan

Single Colour | Paperback | 2/6, 2014
8.5” x 11” | 534 pp | 9789350909393 | ₹ 1295

Viva Voce in Medical Pharmacology
K Mukhopadhyay

Single Colour | Paperback | 2/6, 2011
4.5” x 8.5” | 248 pp | 9789350251300 | ₹ 450

Practical Aids to Dispensing Pharmacy and Experimental Pharmacology
C Venugopalamwamy & K Ambabai

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/6, 2013
5.25” x 8.5” | 216 pp | 9789350901700 | ₹ 350

MCQs in Pharmacology
Meenakshi Iyer

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/6, 2003
5.5” x 8.5” | 224 pp | 9788180611155 | ₹ 350

Introduction to Pharmaceutics (Theory & Practice)
DK Tripathi

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/6, 2012
4” x 7” | 396 pp | 9789350258071 | ₹ 595

Pharmacology for Physiotherapist
KV Ramesh & K Ashok Shenoy

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/6, 2004
7.25” x 9.5” | 316 pp | 9788180613432 | ₹ 795

Pharmacology for Physiotherapy Students
Padma Udaykumar

Two Colour | Paperback | 3/6, 2017
6.75” x 9.5” | 298 pp | 9789352700400 | ₹ 650

Manual of Pharmacy
LC Gupta & Kusum Gupta

Single Colour | Paperback | 5/6, 2004
5.5” x 8.5” | 276 pp | 9788180615702 | ₹ 450

MCQs in Pharmacology with Explanatory Answers
Sameer Malhotra, et al.

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/6, 2008
7.25” x 9.5” | 230 pp | 9788184483871 | ₹ 450

Community Pharmacology
A Problem Based Approach
Mir Misbahuddin & MA Jalil Chowdhury

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/6, 2010 (RP)
8.5” x 11” | 400 pp | 9788171797080 | ₹ 850

Handbook of Medicine for Pharmacists
Guru Prasad Mohanta & Praveen Kumar NVR Tava

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/6, 2014
6.75” x 9.5” | 722 pp | 9789350906651 | ₹ 1050

Manual of Pharmacology
KD Chaudhuri

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/6, 2006 (RP)
5.5” x 8.5” | 528 pp | 9788171793136 | ₹ 750
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